Are You a Future Leader?

Since 1998 the NFI Future Leaders program has been broadening horizons for young leaders in the seafood industry thru networking, programming and unique experiences. The vision of the program was to bring the seafood industry’s next generation into the National Fisheries Institute community; today more than 400 individuals are alumni of this illustrious program. To this day, the program continues to provide skills and experiences that help developing leaders. It also serves to help these individuals establish a network of industry contacts.

Host cities are selected based on the following criteria: importance to the U.S. Seafood Industry and representative of the global industry; the presence of NFI companies, as well as other seafood companies; opportunities to tell the story of imports, aquaculture and the domestic industry; how seafood is brought to market; and the opportunity to share something unique. The group will always visit Washington, D.C. to better understand NFI’s role in shaping policy.

The 2018 Future Leaders Program will kick off with a Sunday morning orientation breakfast in Boston prior to the Seafood Expo North America; and four two-day sessions running from May thru August. Each session is designed to enhance knowledge and leadership skills in the areas of government relations, production, sales, marketing and the industry in general. The 2018 Future Leaders will visit: Washington, D.C.; Seattle, WA; Houston, TX; and St. John, NB, Canada; with an optional trip to Brussels for the European Seafood Show. NOTE: A valid passport is required to attend the session in St. John, NB, Canada. The Class is also asked to attend the 2019 Global Seafood Market Conference in Coronado, CA to be recognized as graduates of the program.

NEW and Optional for 2018 Brussels!

Europe plays an important part in the global seafood supply chain. The EU fishing industry is the 4th largest in the world and works with the international community to make sure all waters are regulated and sustainable for years to come. Europe is also the 2nd largest importer of seafood. As such, NFI is offering an optional session during the Seafood Expo Global, April 25-27, 2018, Brussels. Participants will join NFI’s John Connelly to tour the expo and meet with international policymakers to learn more about fisheries, trade and food safety. The cost is additional $500 and participants are responsible for all travel and meals, lodging and travel arrangements. Passport required to participate.

What to Expect

The seafood industry is diverse and has many different working components. This program seeks to expose participants to many facets, while including ample opportunities for networking with classmates. Prior to the last session, the class will elect a president to represent them at Future Leader Alumni meetings. There will also be a class project that runs from May thru December. In addition to facility tours, each Class is shown several one-of-a-kind experiences. Participants should expect long days, including early mornings. Be prepared for a rewarding experience with a full and engaging agenda.

What is Expected

NFI is proud to offer The Future Leaders program, which boasts more than 400 alumni. Future Leader participants are expected to conduct themselves professionally and with integrity at all times when traveling with NFI, including after-hours social outings. Participants are held to the highest standards and are expected to treat each other and all others with respect and consideration. A successful Future Leader will be prepared, on-time and professional throughout each session. NFI expects all Future Leaders to adhere to their own policies and code of ethics (including Sexual Harassment). A copy of NFI’s Sexual Harassment policy is included.

Tuition

Tuition is $3,625 for NFI Members and $5,325 for non-NFI Members. The tuition includes all sessions but optional Brussels session. Students are responsible for hotel, travel and some meal expenses, as well as the cost of any additional activities.

The class size is limited to 40. To apply:

1. Complete the attached application form.
2. Attach a one-page written bio on yourself, your seafood experience and why you would like to be a Future Leader.
3. Include tuition payment made payable to NFI ($3,625 for members/$5,325 non-members); if applicable $500 for optional Brussels Session
4. The deadline for applications is Friday, January 12, 2018. If you are selected to be in the Class of 2018, you will be notified no later than February 2, 2018. In the event that you are not selected, your tuition payment will refunded. There will be no refunds allowed after attending the first session.
Future Leaders Class of 2018  
Dates and Preliminary Curriculum  

ORIENTATION BREAKFAST: BOSTON, MA  MARCH 11, 2018  (optional)  
If you have time available while you are attending Seafood Expo North America, join us for an orientation breakfast and a NFI overview in the NFI Member Lounge on Sunday morning prior to the show.

OPTIONAL SESSION: BRUSSELS, BELGIUM  APRIL 25-27, 2018  
Attending the session will give you a greater understanding of the European seafood industry. The itinerary will include a guided tour of the Brussels Global Seafood Expo show, dinner with NFI president John Connelly and meetings with EU regulatory agencies.

SESSION ONE: WASHINGTON, DC  
MAY 22-24, 2018 (3 Night/3 Day Session)  
Arrival:  Monday, May 21st by 5pm  
Departure:  Leave for airport (Recommended airports: Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport (DCA) and Washington Dulles International Airport (IAD)) no earlier than 3:00 pm on Thursday, May 24th  
The itinerary includes:  
• Overview of Regulatory Agencies  
• Day on the Hill  
• Communication Training  
• Networking Event

SESSION TWO: HOUSTON, TX  
JUNE 19-21, 2018 (2 Night/3 Day Session)  
Arrival:  Tuesday, June 19th by 5:00 pm  
Departure:  Leave for airport no earlier than 3:00 pm on Thursday, June 21st  
The itinerary includes:  
• Fresh Seafood Production Facility Tour  
• Cold Storage Facility Tour  
• Networking Event  
• Port Tour  
• Philanthropy Project

SESSION THREE: SEATTLE, WA  
JULY 24-26, 2018 (2 Night/3 Day Session)  
Arrival:  Tuesday, July 24th by 5:00 pm  
Departure:  Leave for airport no earlier than 3:00 pm on Thursday, July 26th  
The itinerary includes:  
• Safety at Sea Training  
• Networking Event  
• Seafood Processing Plant Tour  
• Sensory Course

SESSION FOUR: ST. JOHN, NB, CANADA  
AUGUST 21-23, 2018 (3 Night/3 Day Session)  
Arrival:  Tuesday, August 21st by 3:00 pm  
Departure:  Leave for airport (Recommended airports: Bangor International Airport (BGR) and Saint John Airport, Canada (YSJ)) no earlier than 8:00 am on Friday, August 24th  
The Lobster/Salmon Academy itinerary includes:  
• Culinary Event  
• Salmon Farming and Hatchery Tour  
• Lobster and Salmon Biology  
• Lobster Facility Tour

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Gerrie Thomas, Director, Member Relations and Communications, National Fisheries Institute, 703-752-8888, gthomas@nfi.org.
2018 Key Dates

Prior to applying to the program, please make sure you are available to attend all sessions. *The key to your success will be full participation in the program.*

**November 6, 2017**  
Application Process Opens

**January 12, 2018**  
Application and Payment Deadline

**February 2, 2018**  
2017 Class Announced

**March 11, 2018**  
Orientation Breakfast, Boston, MA at Seafood Expo North America (*optional*)

**April 25-27, 2018**  
Brussels, Belgium (*optional*)

**May 21-24, 2018**  
Washington, DC

**June 19-21, 2018**  
Houston, Texas

**July 24-26, 2018**  
Seattle, Washington

**August 21-23, 2018**  
St. John, NB, Canada

**Graduation: 2019 NFI Global Seafood Market Conference**  
January 15-17, 2019 Loews Coronado Bay Hotel, Coronado, California
Future Leaders Class of 2018 Application

Send Application, Bio & Payment to
National Fisheries Institute
Attention: Gerrie Thomas
7918 Jones Branch Dr, Suite 700, McLean, VA 22102
Phone: 703.752.8888  Email: gthomas@nfi.org

Name ____________________________________________________________

Company _________________________________________________________

Position/Title ______________________________________________________

Years in the Seafood Industry ________________________________________

Business Mailing Address ___________________________________________

Business Phone ___________________________________________________

Cell Phone _________________________________________________________

Email Address _____________________________________________________

Sponsoring Member for Non-NFI Members ______________________________

Emergency Contact and Phone ________________________________________

If accepted into the Future Leader Class of 2018, I agree to attend every session and make a serious commitment to the program. Future Leader participants are expected to conduct themselves professionally and with integrity at all times when traveling with NFI, including after hours social outings. As a Future Leader, I will treat all with respect and consideration. I understand that a successful Future Leader is prepared, on-time and professional throughout each session.

Applicant’s Signature/Date __________________________________________

Supervisor’s Signature/Date __________________________________________

☐ I plan to participate in the optional Brussels Session, April 25-27
☐ I do not plan to participate in the optional Brussels Session, April 25-27
NFI Policy Regarding Harassment & Discrimination

THE NATIONAL FISHERIES INSTITUTE FULLY SUPPORTS THE RIGHT OF ALL PEOPLE TO SEEK, obtain and hold employment without being subject to harassment or discrimination based on any legally-protected class such as race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age or disability. NFI is specifically committed to maintaining a work environment free of inappropriate and disrespectful conduct and communication of a sexual nature. Toward that end, NFI adopts the following policy:

■ No employee may harass another. Anyone who violates this policy will be subject to disciplinary action up to, and including, discharge.
■ Any employee or supervisor who learns of harassment and fails to take corrective action pursuant to this policy will be subject to disciplinary action up to, and including, discharge.
■ It is the policy of NFI to encourage employees who feel that they have been subjected to discriminatory treatment or harassment, including sexual harassment, to bring these problems immediately to the direct attention of management.
■ No NFI Future Leader Participant may harass another. Anyone who violates this policy will be subject to dismissal from the Program.

DEFINITION

Sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature, when:

■ submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s employment;
■ submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for employment decisions affecting such individual; and
■ such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with a person’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.

Prohibited acts of sexual harassment can take a variety of forms ranging from subtle pressure for sexual activity to physical assault. Examples of the kinds of conduct included in the definition of sexual harassment are:

■ threats or intimation of sexual relations or sexual conduct which is not freely or mutually agreeable to both parties;
■ unwelcome continual or repeated verbal or physical abuses of a sexual nature including graphic commentaries about the person’s body, sexually suggestive objects or pictures placed in the work area that may embarrass or offend the person, sexually degrading words to describe the person, or propositions of a sexual nature; and
■ threats or insinuations that the failure to submit to sexual advances may affect a person’s employment, wages, promotional opportunities, assignments, or other conditions of employment.

These examples are by no means all inclusive of the types of conduct that can constitute sexual harassment.

ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURE

1. Any employee or Future Leader participant who believes he or she has been the subject of discrimination or harassment should report the alleged act immediately to the president or senior authority.
2. If a complaint involves the president, or, if for any reason, the employee is uncomfortable bringing the complaint to the attention of the president or senior authority, then he or she shall file the complaint with the NFI attorney.
3. NFI will handle all complaints in a timely manner. NFI will endeavor to maintain the complaint and the investigation as confidential as circumstances reasonably permit. NFI will not release information concerning a complaint to third parties or to anyone within NFI who is not involved with the investigation. Nor will NFI allow anyone involved in the investigation to discuss the subject outside of the investigatory process. The purpose of this provision is to protect the confidentiality of the employee who files a complaint and to encourage the reporting of any incidents of discrimination or harassment.
4. Investigation of a complaint will normally include conferring with the parties involved and any named or apparent witnesses. Employees shall be guaranteed an impartial and fair hearing.
5. NFI will make its best efforts to protect all employees from coercion, intimidation, retaliation, interference or discrimination for filing a complaint or assisting in an investigation. The purpose of this provision is to encourage the reporting to management of any incidents of discrimination or harassment.
6. If the investigation reveals that the complaint is valid, NFI will take appropriate disciplinary and/or remedial action designed to stop the discrimination or harassment immediately and to prevent its recurrence.

I affirm that I have read and understand NFI’s Policy Regarding Harassment & Discrimination in relation to both NFI Employees and my fellow Future Leaders; and agree to abide by the policy and failing to do so will result in dismissal from the Future Leaders Program.

___________________________________________
Applicant’s Signature/Date
PURPOSE  To ensure that all participants are aware of NFI Antitrust guidelines.

BACKGROUND  State and Federal antitrust law prohibits a wide range of conduct and in some instances authorizes severe penalties for violations.

NFI ACTIVITY TO DATE  NFI’s Board of Directors has approved an NFI Antitrust Policy.

ACTION REQUIRED  Participants and attendees at NFI meetings and conference should be aware that discussions of certain subjects raise grave antitrust concerns and therefore must be avoided. A violation of the antitrust laws by a few NFI members could result in expensive, protracted litigation that could destroy the association and/or result in the prosecution of individual member companies and member company leaders. All members are obligated to review and observe the NFI Antitrust Guidelines when attending these events.

In general terms, there can be no discussions at meetings or conferences concerning the following topics, among others:

- Current or future prices.¹
- What constitutes a fair profit or margin level.
- Pricing procedures.
- Cash discounts or promotional allowances.
- Credit terms, or whether to give or deny credit to any customer.
- Control of sales.
- Allocation of markets, whether geographic or otherwise.
- Decisions to quote or not to quote prices to a potential customer.
- Refusals to deal with a firm because of its pricing or distribution practices.
- Whether the pricing practices of any seafood industry company are unethical or constitute an unfair trade practice.

Federal antitrust policy has long recognized that trade association meetings and conferences can have substantial pro-competitive benefits. A number of topics among NFI members have such benefits and therefore can and should be discussed freely:

- Ways to better educate and provide meaningful information to members about the industry.
- Economic trends, business forecasts, and materials availability (recognizing that each company is free to use this information in the way it sees fit and should make its own business decisions).

---

¹ The NFI Global Seafood Market Conference includes discussion of future prices as part of a larger discussion of economic trends and business forecasts. Such discussion, however, is and must be confined to open sessions and must not involve any action that could be construed as an agreement among competitors to adjust future prices.
• Federal and State governmental actions and industry-wide lobbying efforts.
• Technological advances and better ways to utilize them in the industry.
• Ways to improve the industry’s public image.

NFI
EC-9/12/17
BD-9/14/17
Effective 1 January 2012

A. Antitrust Guide for National Fisheries Institute Members

Introduction
This Antitrust Guide is designed to be a general guide for members on how the antitrust laws apply to trade association activities, with particular reference to the activities and programs of the National Fisheries Institute (NFI). It is written for both the guidance of those members who have no particular knowledge of this complicated subject, and to provide a useful reminder or "refresher course" for those who have had the benefit of antitrust advice from their own counsel.

The NFI is a non-profit industry association representing seafood companies. Like other industry associations, NFI is composed of member companies (many of whom are competitors of one another) whose representatives serve as Officers, on its Board of Directors, and on its various committees.

Whenever competitors meet together, legal issues can arise under the antitrust laws. Involvement of a trade association in particular conduct does not serve to shield either the association or the members in question from liability. That is, if the meeting or other activities among competitors is conducted by or through a trade association, it is just as vulnerable to antitrust attack as if the same companies were meeting or acting together without the medium of an association. Trade associations generally seek, quite properly, to promote understanding and cooperation among their members. But if this "cooperation" restrains competition, both the association and its members invite liability under the antitrust laws.

Antitrust enforcement is being emphasized. Congress has greatly increased both criminal and civil antitrust penalties from earlier and has substantially increased the budgets for the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission, the two agencies charged with antitrust enforcement. Associations are more frequently becoming the objects of FTC and Antitrust Division inquiries and reviews. In view of these developments, increased awareness of the applications of the antitrust laws to association activities is essential.

NFI makes every effort to prevent possible antitrust abuses from arising. But a large responsibility also rests upon its member companies -- and particularly upon their individual representatives who work with NFI. This means that members should know enough about this subject to be able, in their NFI work, to avoid actions or discussions that might raise antitrust questions. The main purpose of this guide is to help all committee members to recognize what is, or might become, an "antitrust question."

Some actions or discussions by members of a trade association are clearly improper; many others are wholly legal and proper; and there is a sizable "gray area" in between. This gray area between legal and illegal association activity is often vague and uncertain, and NFI's policy has always been to keep away from the doubtful zones.

NFI's aim is not only to avoid actual violations of the law but also to prevent even any appearance of violation which might invite suspicion or investigation on the part of the enforcement authorities. To protect itself and its members in this respect, NFI has adopted and observes several basic policies:

1. It has well-defined, constructive objectives and programs which are designed to promote the overall interest of the industry and the public.
2. Its organizational structure consists primarily of committees and work groups with specific and limited functional purposes; and activities concerned with pricing seafood products are scrupulously avoided. 3. It maintains various procedural safeguards in the conduct of its meetings.
4. It retains counsel to help ensure full observance of the above policies and procedures, and to provide guidance and protective advice as to all NFI operations from an antitrust standpoint.
5. It has approved the issuance of this "Antitrust Guide" to help member company representatives working with NFI or attending NFI meetings avoid problems under the antitrust laws.

Federal Antitrust Laws

Beginning in 1890, Congress has enacted a series of statutes which are known collectively as the federal antitrust laws. These laws are designed to promote and preserve our competitive private enterprise system by encouraging free and open competition in open markets. The federal antitrust laws give the force of law to the philosophy underlying our economic system, namely, that a free market in which supply and demand operate to determine the conditions and terms of production, distribution and sale, and where each seller and a buyer deals independently, serves to achieve the most equitable allocation of high quality goods and services at the lowest possible prices.

The central core of federal antitrust legislation is formed by the Sherman Act (1890) and the Clayton and Federal Trade Commission Acts (1914). Most states have also enacted antitrust laws similar to the federal statutes but no attempt is made to discuss them here. Similarly, there is no discussion herein of other areas of federal antitrust law (such as the Robinson-Patman Act and many parts of the Clayton Act) which may bear directly on the activities of individual companies but are usually not involved in association activities. The primary focus here is on horizontal conduct, i.e., conduct involving relationships between competitors, rather than vertical relationships such as those between a company and its customers.

Section 1 of the Sherman Act prohibits "contracts," "combinations" or "conspiracies" in restraint of trade or commerce. These are terms of collective action or conduct by two or more persons, and they include agreements and understandings of all kinds, whether written or oral, formal or informal, which unduly restrain competition. Because of the collective nature of most trade association activities, this section is the principal weapon used by the Department of Justice in antitrust suits either against trade associations or against individual members for activities in some way connected to trade associations. Such suits are usually based upon an alleged conspiracy or agreement among competitors to restrain trade. The Federal Trade Commission also can, and does, challenge trade association activity which is alleged to lessen competition under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act which prohibits "unfair methods of competition."

Although the language of the antitrust statutes is deliberately general in its coverage, prohibiting "(every) contract, combination or conspiracy in restraint of trade" and "unfair methods of competition," the courts have defined a number of specific activities as inherently unlawful, the so-called "per se" offenses (see "Prohibited Activities," infra). The legality of other activities is determined by the "rule of reason," i.e., whether the activity is ancillary to the achievement of a legitimate business objective and is no more restrictive of competition than necessary to achieve that objective. Although this necessity involves difficult questions of interpretation, useful guidelines can be gleaned from court decisions and DOJ and FTC policy guidance. The importance of obtaining legal counsel in any area of uncertainty cannot be overemphasized, as the sanctions imposed for violations of the antitrust laws are severe.

Antitrust Enforcement

The federal antitrust laws are enforced by the Department of Justice (Antitrust Division) and the Federal Trade Commission and frequently provide the basis for suits by private parties.
All of the following penalties can be imposed for violations of antitrust laws.

1. **Imprisonment.** Violations which are criminal offenses, including most prohibited collusive activities, are felonies. The Federal Sentencing Guidelines establish a minimum jail term of 6 to 12 months for first offenders. Prison sentences are increasingly common, and non-first offenders may be denied citizenship, voting and other privileges.

2. **Fines.** The maximum fines under the antitrust laws are $1,000,000 for an individual and $100,000,000 for a corporation. An individual may not be reimbursed by his corporation for fines paid by him, and fines are not deductible for income tax purposes.

3. **Court and Federal Trade Commission Orders.** Orders (injunctions) which prohibit future violations or activities can be imposed as a result of civil action brought by the Department of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission, or private parties, with far-reaching consequences. Such injunctions may contain sweeping prohibitions which go well beyond the scope of the violations charged and prohibit conduct which itself does not violate the antitrust laws. Such orders can seriously limit freedom of corporate or association action, require burdensome and time consuming reporting obligations, cause day-to-day activities to be supervised by a court or agency, and even require dissolution of a trade association. Violation of an injunctive order issued by a court can result in contempt proceedings with attendant fines, while failure to comply with an injunction ("to cease and desist") issued by the Federal Trade Commission carries penalties of up to $10,000 for each day the non-compliance continues.

4. **Treble Damages.** As private antitrust suits have increased in recent years, the "treble damage" provision of the antitrust laws has been applied more frequently. This provision allows persons or businesses injured by an antitrust violation to recover three times the amount of actual damages sustained. Such cases have resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars of damages being paid to private litigants.

### Prohibited Activities

Convictions for collusive activities can be based on a series of seemingly isolated facts which have been linked to present a chain of circumstantial evidence from which an agreement or conspiracy – a meeting of the minds – can be inferred. For example, identical price increases by competitors following shortly after a trade association meeting at which "business conditions" and the need of the industry for higher prices were discussed. For this reason it is important when participating in NFI work or other association activities, which involve contact with other members of the industry, to avoid doing or saying anything, including in emails and text messages, which might even give an appearance of agreement with others in which may involve a lessening of competition. To the extent that an association implements certification programs or collects and disseminates information about industry production, pricing or sales, such activities must be undertaken only after careful review and under guidelines established by legal counsel.

1. **Agreements Involving Prices.** Pricing is the most sensitive subject under the antitrust laws. "Price-fixing" encompasses not only agreements with competitors on a selling price. It may also include, for example, agreement to buy up surplus goods, to adhere to a formula for determining prices, to standardize discounts, to control raw material prices, and any other agreement which has the net result of affecting the price structure of a given product. Moreover, it is just as unlawful for competitors to agree on the prices at which they will offer to buy from their suppliers, as on those at which they sell. As previously noted, an agreement can be shown in a number of ways. Thus, even the mere exchange of current or future price lists between competitors serves as evidence of an illegal price-fixing agreement.

The essential rule is that each seller must determine on its own the prices at which it purchases and sells. To avoid inferences of agreement or collusion, NFI members must not engage in discussions with any competitors regarding current or future prices, pricing policies, or any other marketing policy which may affect pricing.

2. **Agreements to Control Production or Sales.** Competitors may not agree to limit or control production or sales. Any limitations on output by direct or indirect agreement are illegal per se and cannot be justified, even where the purpose is to preserve the industry or conserve natural resources.

3. **Division of Territories and Allocation of Customers.** Any agreement between competitors to divide or allocate either sales territories or customers is unlawful per se. Exchanges of information with competitors relating to customers or territories can create the appearance of such collusion or agreement and must be strictly avoided.

4. **Refusals to Deal.** Any agreement among competitors which results in a refusal to deal with suppliers or other competitors - for example, a blacklist or boycott - is illegal per se. For this reason exchanges or information (e.g. credit information) concerning the customers which might lead to a parallel decision not to deal should be avoided.

### Application of Antitrust Laws to Trade Association Activities

The valuable and proper activities of NFI can be accomplished effectively if participating members are alert to the prohibited types of behavior described above and react quickly when danger signals appear.

Obviously, NFI activities should be conducted in such a way as to avoid any possible inference of agreement among its members with respect to current and future prices, controlling production or sales, division of territories, or refusals to deal in any form whatsoever. Further guidelines are given here to highlight potential danger zones to be avoided. When a danger zone appears, counsel should be consulted for specific guidance.

In reviewing the following guidelines there are a few general points you should bear in mind:

1. As indicated above, an otherwise lawful act may become unlawful if done for an improper purpose, or if it is part of a larger standardization program might be justifiable considered by itself, but not if it is combined with other activities to facilitate the fixing of uniform prices. In other words, the courts may look at the cumulative effect of several activities - not at each one separately.

2. Good motives are not an excuse for doing things that are otherwise unlawful, either because they fall within one of the "per se" categories discussed previously or because they are more restrictive of competition than necessary to accomplish their legitimate objectives. Thus, even though a product standardization program may be intended to increase competition by providing consumers with important information, it may nevertheless be found unlawful if conducted in a manner more restrictive than necessary to achieve its legitimate purpose.

3. An ostensibly lawful program or activity runs a greater risk of getting into vulnerable areas if conducted by a group of competitors making the same product.

4. As a member of NFI, you and your company can be held responsible for any improper acts that may occur which you know about (or should know about), and if you fail to protest or disassociate yourself from them.

### Participation in NFI Meetings

All meetings of NFI committees must be conducted in strict compliance with the following procedures. These procedures provide for agendas, attendance of staff representatives, and for the keeping of accurate and complete minutes – all of which are designed to avoid antitrust risks.

1. **Staff Executive.** Each committee or work group shall have as its staff executive and secretary an NFI staff employee who shall function as the administrative representative for such committee and as its chief administrative officer. It shall be the staff executive's duty and responsibility to
see that all operations and proceedings of the committee, and of all its task groups, are conducted in full conformity with their purposes and the Antitrust Guide for NFI Committee Members, consulting with NFI counsel as necessary. On all procedural questions arising within any committee, including matters related to established committee policy, the staff executive’s decision shall be accepted, pending appropriate review.

2. Meetings

The business of each meeting shall be conducted in executive sessions attended by its members and by others who have a leading role in matters to be considered at the particular meeting. Each task group meeting shall be an executive session of assigned members of the task group plus any members of the parent committee who wish to be present.

a. Frequency. Each committee and task group will meet only as necessary to perform authorized committee business as determined by the chairman in consultation with the NFI staff. Meetings should not be held where subject matter can be adequately and practically handled by correspondence or telephone between the appropriate staff executive and individual members.

b. Location. To the extent practicable and in the absence of cogent reasons for being elsewhere, all committee and task group meetings should be held during NFI conferences. Other locations, such as major city airports, may be considered in instances when they would afford greater convenience and cost savings to attendees.

c. Agenda. Following consultation with the committee chairman, the staff executive assigned to each committee shall prepare a written agenda prior to each of its meetings, which agenda shall be cleared in advance with NFI counsel.

d. Attendance of Staff Executive. No NFI committee meeting shall be held without the attendance of the staff executive assigned to it or other NFI staff employees. The General Counsel or his designate should also attend any meeting whenever in his opinion the nature of any subject on the agenda makes his presence desirable.

e. Minutes. The staff executive assigned as secretary to the committee shall keep accurate and complete minutes of all business transacted at each meeting, which are to be subject to review and approval by NFI counsel.

f. Discussions Limited to Agenda. All substantive discussions at any NFI meeting are to be limited to authorized aspects of subjects on the agenda, except where additions to the agenda are specifically approved by the staff executive assigned to the committee. The staff executive’s decision as to the propriety of any subject matter raised for discussion at any meetings shall be accepted, pending appropriate review. Any discussions or occurrences on the occasion of any meeting which are contrary to NFI’s policies or rules and which have come to the staff executive’s attention shall be reported promptly by him to his supervisor and to NFI counsel.

g. Task Groups. The foregoing rules on meetings are applicable to all committees, task groups, and any other working groups, and any other working group meeting under NFI auspices, except that subparagraphs (c), (d), and (e) may be modified as indicated below in those cases where the group must meet in order to carry out a limited and specific written assignment from the parent committee and it is impractical for a staff executive to be present. In each such case, (i) the specific assignment must be set forth in the parent committee’s minutes; (ii) the NFI staff executive assigned as secretary to the parent committee must be satisfied that the meeting in question is necessary and that the subject matter is not such as to require staff presence, (iii) the chairman of the group is to be responsible for carrying out the duties of the NFI staff executive, including particularly those specified in subparagraph (f) above; and (iv) the chairman must promptly make an accurate and complete written report to the parent committee and to the NFI staff executive as to everything occurring at such meeting.

It is important to note that these practices have value only if they are consistently observed. DOJ and FTC enforcement officials and private sector attorneys will assess the propriety of NFI committee and task group actions by reviewing what those groups actually do, not by accepting at face value what is said in reports or minutes that may be incomplete or inaccurate.

Political advocacy should be conducted in lawful ways and directed solely at efforts to influence that policy. It should not be used as a sham or as a means to affect competition indirectly and independently of what would be the effect of the given government policy.

While committee agendas will have been cleared in advance with NFI counsel, it is the obligation of all committee members to make sure that their own participation in committee meetings will not give rise to even an inference of antitrust wrongdoing. Thus, even when carrying out approved and legitimate activities, members must be careful to avoid discussions or exchanges of information with their competitors on any subject relating to the “per se” restraints listed above, since such discussions or information exchanges may give rise to inferences of agreement.

Regardless of subject matter, NFI members should not attend or tolerate any meeting with your competitors, in connection with NFI business, that has no agenda, that is concerned with matters outside the relevant committee’s terms of reference, or that otherwise falls to conform to these Guidelines.

Informal Gatherings

It is important to avoid discussions and emails and text messages about the above subjects, not only at formal NFI meetings, but also in connection with social or other gatherings on those occasions. An NFI member privy to an improper discussion should protest and then, if the discussion continues, leave and protest to the appropriate NFI staff executive. Individuals who participate in such improper discussions, whether deliberately or innocently, are doing their companies, and NFI, a real disservice, and subjecting themselves to possible liability. In case of doubt as to whether a particular subject may properly be discussed with your competitors, company counsel should be consulted.

Documents

Care must be taken to avoid wording any written documents including reports or notes from committee meetings, in a way that might be interpreted as indicating, contrary to fact, the existence of an antitrust violation. Every memorandum, letter or other document dealing with prices, competition, or the other danger areas specified in this guide should be written with the assumption that it will one day be examined for antitrust implications. An antitrust case may be based on documents which are in reality innocent or innocuous but have been written in such a way as to create suspicion and require explanation. Such documents may include personal notes based on recollection, or taken at committee or other meetings, which record personal impressions rather than the facts of what transpired.

In addition, a well-designed and consistently implemented document retention policy is part of NFI’s compliance program. Proper document management can demonstrate that records are destroyed in the normal course of business in a rational and systematic manner and are not being destroyed to obscure inappropriate activity or to avoid liability.

Conclusion

It is hoped that this guide will provide an understanding of how the antitrust laws bear upon trade association activities, and how NFI work can be carried out in full compliance with these laws and with NFI policies. Again, please remember that this is a limited outline and is not intended to be a complete description of the application of the antitrust laws. For answers to specific problems, please consult NFI counsel and company counsel.
B. Antitrust Checklist for NFI Meetings

This antitrust checklist is for use by NFI staff and member representatives in the conduct of NFI-sponsored meetings. Prohibited discussion topics apply equally to social gatherings incidental to NFI-sponsored meetings. The checklist is not exhaustive and does not address antitrust issues relating to activities other than NFI meetings. Participants in NFI meetings should be thoroughly familiar with the Antitrust Guide for NFI Committee Members.

Do ensure strict performance in areas of:

Oversight/supervision:
1. Have an NFI staff representative at each NFI-sponsored meeting;
2. Consult with NFI counsel on all antitrust questions relating to NFI-sponsored meetings;
3. Limit meeting discussions to agenda topics (unless additional topics have been approved by the appropriate NFI staff representative); and,
4. Provide each member company representative and NFI staff representative attending a NFI-sponsored meeting with a copy of this checklist, and have a copy available for reference at all NFI-sponsored meetings.

Recordkeeping:
1. Have an agenda and minutes which accurately reflect the matters which occur;
2. Provide agendas and minutes to NFI counsel for review and approval in advance of distribution;
3. Fully describe the purposes and authorities of all task groups, work groups, ad hoc or other standing committee subgroups in the minutes of the appropriate parent committee; and
4. Maintain documents in accordance with NFI’s document retention policy.

Vigilance:
Protest against any discussion or meeting activities which appear to violate this checklist; disassociate from any such discussion or activities and leave any meeting in which such discussions or activities continue.

Do not, in fact or appearance, discuss or exchange information on:

Current or future prices, including:
1. Individual company prices, price changes, price differentials, markups, discounts, allowances, credit terms, etc.;
2. Individual company data on costs, production, capacity, inventories, sales, etc.; and
3. Industry pricing policies, price levels, price changes, differentials, etc.

Production, including:
Plans of individual companies concerning the design, production, distribution or marketing of particular products, including proposed territories or customers; and changes in industry production, capacity or inventories.

Transportation rates:
Rates or rate policies for individual shipments, including basing point systems, zone prices, freight equalization, etc.

Market procedures, including:
1. Company bids on contracts for particular products; company procedures for responding to bid invitations; and
2. Matters relating to actual or potential individual suppliers or customers that might have the effect of excluding them from any market or influencing the business conduct of firms toward them.